Actions and defenses -- Illinois.
ILLINOIS CAUSES OF ACTION -- ELEMENTS, FORMS & WINNING TIPS : ESTATE, BUSINESS & NON-PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS / GENERAL EDITORS: RICHARD P. GOLDENHERSH, TIMOTHY W. KELLY ; CHAPTER AUTHORS, JAMES L. ANDERSON ... [ET AL.].
2008 ed.

Affirmative action programs in education--Law and legislation--United States
Perry, Barbara A. (Barbara Ann), 1956-.
THE MICHIGAN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CASES.

Arbitration agreements, Commercial -- United States.
CONSUMER ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS: ENFORCEABILITY AND OTHER TOPICS : WITH CD-ROM / F. PAUL BLAND, JR. ... [ET AL.].
5th ed.
Boston, Mass.: National Consumer Law Center with the Public Justice Foundation, c2007.

Bankruptcy -- United States.
2007-2008 BANKRUPTCY CODE AND RELATED MATERIALS FOR LAW STUDENTS / SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BY DAVID G. EPSTEIN, STEVE H. NICKLES.

Bar examinations -- United States -- Psychological aspects.
Herrara, Jennifer.
FORMULA FOR SUCCESS: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND INFORMATIONAL HANDBOOK FOR PASSING THE BAR EXAMINATION.
West Hartford, Conn.: Graduate Group, c1999.

Bill drafting -- United States.
Filson, Lawrence E.
THE LEGISLATIVE DRAFTER'S DESK REFERENCE / LAWRENCE E. FILSON AND SANDRA L. STROKOFF.
2nd ed.
Burden of proof -- Moral and ethical aspects -- Europe -- History.
Whitman, James Q., 1957-.
THE ORIGINS OF REASONABLE DOUBT : THEOLOGICAL ROOTS OF THE CRIMINAL TRIAL.

Contested elections--United States--History
Rountree, Clarke, 1958-.
JUDGING THE SUPREME COURT: CONSTRUCTIONS OF MOTIVES IN BUSH V. GORE.

Business law -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Gerson, Donna.
MODERN RULES OF BUSINESS ETIQUETTE / DONNA GERSON AND DAVID GERSON.

Capital punishment -- United States.
Carter, Linda E.
UNDERSTANDING CAPITAL PUNISHMENT LAW / LINDA E. CARTER, ELLEN S. KREITZBERG, SCOTT W. HOWE.
2nd ed.

Capital punishment -- United States -- History.
Baumgartner, Frank R., 1958-.
THE DECLINE OF THE DEATH PENALTY AND THE DISCOVERY OF INNOCENCE / FRANK R. BAUMGARTNER, SUZANNA L. DE BOEF, AMBER E. BOYDSTUN.

Child welfare -- United States.
CHILD PROTECTION : USING RESEARCH TO IMPROVE POLICY AND PRACTICE / RON HASKINS, FRED WULCZYN, MARY BRUCE WEBB, EDITORS.
Children -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Ramsey, Sarah H.
CHILDREN AND THE LAW IN A NUTSHELL / BY SARAH H. RAMSEY, DOUGLAS E. ABRAMS.
3rd ed.

Civil rights -- United States -- Cases.
CIVIL RIGHTS STORIES / EDITED BY MYRIAM E. GILLES, RISA L. GOLUBOFF.

Civil procedure -- United States -- Cases.
Wright, Charles Alan.
FEDERAL COURTS: CASES AND MATERIALS / BY CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, JOHN B. OAKLEY, DEBRA LYN BASSETT.
12th ed.

Close corporations -- United States.
Drake, Dwight.
BUSINESS PLANNING: CLOSELY HELD ENTERPRISES.
KF1466.A7 D73 2006.

Communication in marriage.
Tannen, Deborah.
YOU JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND: WOMEN AND MEN IN CONVERSATION.
1st Harper pbk. ed.

Computer networks -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Duranske, Benjamin Tyson.
VIRTUAL LAW: NAVIGATING THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE OF VIRTUAL WORLDS.
KF390.5.C6 D87 2008.

Computer contracts -- United States.
PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF SOFTWARE CONTRACTS : TENTATIVE DRAFT NO. 1 (MARCH 24, 2008) / AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE.
Constitutional history -- United States.
THE NATURE OF RIGHTS AT THE AMERICAN FOUNDING AND BEYOND / EDITED BY BARRY ALAN SHAIN.

Constitutional law -- Moral and ethical aspects -- United States.
DeHart, Paul R., 1975-.
UNCOVERING THE CONSTITUTION'S MORAL DESIGN.

Constitutional law -- United States.
Martin, Francisco Forrest.
THE CONSTITUTION AS TREATY: THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL CONSTRUCTIONALIST APPROACH TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION.

Constitutional history -- United States.
Epstein, Richard Allen, 1943-.
HOW PROGRESSIVES REWROTE THE CONSTITUTION.

Constitutional law -- United States -- Philosophy.
Barnes, Robin D.
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS: EMERGING DEBATES IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

Consumer credit -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Renuart, Elizabeth.
TRUTH IN LENDING: WITH CD-ROM / ELIZABETH RENUART, KATHLEEN KEEST ; CONTRIBUTING AUTHORS, CAROLYN L. CARTER ... [ET AL.].
6th ed.

Contracts -- United States.
Stark, Tina L., 1953-.
DRAFTING CONTRACTS: HOW AND WHY LAWYERS DO WHAT THEY DO.
Criminal procedure -- United States.
PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE / BY RUSSELL L. WEAVER ... [ET AL.].
3rd ed.

Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
Johnson, Phillip E., 1940--.
CRIMINAL LAW: CASES, MATERIALS, AND TEXT / BY PHILLIP E. JOHNSON,
MORGAN CLOUD.
7th ed.
St. Paul, Minn.: West Group, c2002.

Criminal procedure -- United States.
Singer, Richard G.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE II: FROM BAIL TO JAIL: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS.
2nd ed.

Criminal procedure.
THE TRIAL ON TRIAL. VOL. 3, TOWARDS A NORMATIVE THEORY OF THE
CRIMINAL TRIAL / ANTONY DUFF ... [ET AL.].

Criminals -- Rehabilitation -- United States.
SECOND CHANCES IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM : ALTERNATIVES TO
INCARCERATION AND REENTRY STRATEGIES / COMMISSION ON EFFECTIVE
CRIMINAL SANCTIONS.
KF9750.5.A75 S43 2007.

Detention of persons -- United States.
Paust, Jordan J., 1943--.
BEYOND THE LAW : THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S UNLAWFUL RESPONSES IN
THE "WAR" ON TERROR.
Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States -- Cases.
Rau, Alan Scott, 1942-.
ARBITRATION / BY ALAN SCOTT RAU, EDWARD F. SHERMAN, SCOTT PEPPET.
3rd ed.

Domestic relations -- United States -- Cases.
FAMILY LAW STORIES / EDITED BY CAROL SANGER.

Education -- Finance -- Law and legislation -- New Jersey.
Yaffe, Deborah, 1965-.
OTHER PEOPLE'S CHILDREN: THE BATTLE FOR JUSTICE AND EQUALITY IN NEW JERSEY'S SCHOOLS.

Emigration and immigration law -- United States.
Johnson, Kevin R.
OPENING THE FLOODGATES: WHY AMERICA NEEDS TO RETHINK ITS BORDERS AND IMMIGRATION LAWS.

Emigration and immigration law -- United States.
Fragomen, Austin T.
IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES HANDBOOK / BY AUSTIN T. FRAGOMEN, JR., CAREEN SHANNON, AND DANIEL MONTALVO.
2007-2008 ed.

Estate planning -- United States -- Popular works.
Randolph, Mary.
8 WAYS TO AVOID PROBATE.
7th ed.
Evidence (Law) -- United States.
Imwinkelried, Edward J.
EVIDENTIARY FOUNDATIONS.
7th ed.

Evidence, Expert.
MODERN SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE: STANDARDS, STATISTICS, AND RESEARCH METHODS / DAVID L. FAIGMAN ... [ET AL.].
2008 student ed.

Executors and administrators -- United States -- Popular works.
Christianson, Stephen G.
HOW TO ADMINISTER AN ESTATE: A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS.
5th ed.

Executors and administrators -- United States -- Popular works.
Randolph, Mary.
THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE: SETTLING A LOVED ONE'S ESTATE OR TRUST.
3rd ed.

Family violence -- Law and legislation -- United States.
JUDICIAL CHECKLIST / PREPARED BY THE JUDICIAL SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S COMMISSION ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

Female offenders -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States -- History.
Atwell, Mary Welek, 1943-.
WRETCHED SISTERS: EXAMINING GENDER AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
New York: Peter Lang, c2007.
Firearms--Law and legislation--United States--History
Halbrook, Stephen P.
THE FOUNDERS' SECOND AMENDMENT: ORIGINS OF THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS.
Chicago: Ivan R. Dee; Oakland, Calif.: In association with the Independent Institute, 2008.

Foreclosure -- United States -- Popular works.
Thompson, Ralph O.
FORECLOSED DREAMS: A HOMEOWNER'S GUIDE TO FORECLOSURE.
[Calif.?]: Lulu, 2007.

Foreign trade regulation -- North America.
Folsom, Ralph Haughwout.
NAFTA AND FREE TRADE IN THE AMERICAS IN A NUTSHELL.
3rd ed.

Foreign trade regulation -- United States.
Folsom, Ralph Haughwout.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS / BY RALPH H. FOLSOM.
3rd ed.

Freedom of religion -- United States.
Irons, Peter H., 1940-.
GOD ON TRIAL: DISPATCHES FROM AMERICA'S RELIGIOUS BATTLEFIELDS.

Frivolous suits (Civil procedure) -- United States.
Joseph, Gregory P., 1951-.
SANCTIONS: THE FEDERAL LAW OF LITIGATION ABUSE.
4th ed.

Gambling -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
GAMING LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS / ROBERT M. JARVIS ... [ET AL.].
KF3992.A7 G36 2003.
Groundwater--Pollution--Law and legislation--West Virginia--Pie
Loeb, Penny.
MOVING MOUNTAINS: HOW ONE WOMAN AND HER COMMUNITY WON JUSTICE
FROM BIG COAL.

House buying -- United States.
Gadow, Sandy.
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOUR REAL ESTATE CLOSING : ANSWERS TO ALL
YOUR QUESTIONS--FROM OPENING ESCROW, TO NEGOTIATING FEES, TO SIGNING
THE CLOSING PAPERS.

House buying.
Bray, Ilona M., 1962-.
NOLO'S ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO BUYING YOUR FIRST HOME / BY ILONA BRAY,
ALAYNA SCHROEDER, & MARCIA STEWART.
1st ed.

House selling -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Nichole, Piper, 1981-.
The FOR SALE BY OWNER HANDBOOK : FSBO FAQS : FROM PRICING YOUR HOME
RIGHT AND INCREASING ITS CURB APPEAL TO NEGOTIATING THE CONTRACT
AND HASSLE-FREE CLOSING.

Human rights.
Weissbrodt, David S.
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW : AN INTRODUCTION / DAVID WEISSBRODT
AND CONNIE DE LA VEGA.

Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- History.
Rosen, Deborah A., 1955-.
AMERICAN INDIANS AND STATE LAW : SOVEREIGNTY, RACE, AND CITIZENSHIP,
1790-1880.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, c2007.
Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc.
FEDERAL INDIAN LAW.

Informed consent (Medical law).
Manson, Neil C.
RETHINKING INFORMED CONSENT IN BIOETHICS / NEIL C. MANSON AND ONORA O'NEILL.

Insanity (Law) -- United States.
MALINGERING, LIES, AND JUNK SCIENCE IN THE COURTROOM / EDITED BY JACK KITAEEFF.

Insurance, Liability -- Illinois.
COMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 2008 / GENERAL EDITOR, THOMAS M. HAMILTON ; CHAPTER AUTHORS, SHAUN MCPARLAND BALDWIN ... [ET AL.].

Intellectual property -- United States.
Merges, Robert P.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE / ROBERT P. MERGES, PETER S. MENELL, MARK A. LEMLEY.
Rev. 4th ed.

Intellectual property -- United States.
McLeod, Kembrew, 1970-.
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION{170}: RESISTANCE AND REPRESSION IN THE AGE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY / KEMBREW MCLEOD ; FOREWORD BY LAWRENCE LESSIG.
International law -- Legal research.
Hoffman, Marci.
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL RESEARCH IN A NUTSHELL / BY MARCI B. HOFFMAN, ROBERT C. BERRING.

Interpersonal communication
Tannen, Deborah.
THAT'S NOT WHAT I MEANT!: HOW CONVERSATIONAL STYLE MAKES OR BREAKS YOUR RELATIONS WITH OTHERS.
1st Ballantine Books pbk. ed.

Judicial error -- United States.
Gershman, Bennett L.
TRIAL ERROR AND MISCONDUCT.
2nd ed.

Judicial statistics -- United States.
JUDICIAL FACTS AND FIGURES [ELECTRONIC RESOURCE].

Jury -- United States.
Vidmar, Neil.
AMERICAN JURIES: THE VERDICT / NEIL VIDMAR & VALERIE P. HANS.

Justice, Administration of -- Nebraska -- History -- 19th century.
Ellis, Mark R.
LAW AND ORDER IN BUFFALO BILL'S COUNTRY : LEGAL CULTURE AND COMMUNITY ON THE GREAT PLAINS, 1867-1910.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, c2007.

Labor contract -- United States.
HANDBOOK ON EMPLOYMENT ARBITRATION AND ADR / EXECUTIVE EDITORS, THOMAS E. CARBONEAU, PHILIP J. MCCONNAUGHAY ; ASSISTANT EDITOR, CRYSTAL L. STRYKER.
Law schools--Nebraska--Omaha--History
Pollak, Oliver B.

Law -- European Union countries.
Folsom, Ralph Haughwout.
EUROPEAN UNION LAW IN A NUTSHELL.
6th ed.

Law schools -- United States.
Maxeiner, James.

Law -- Literary collections.
LAW LIT: FROM ATTICUS FINCH TO THE PRACTICE: A COLLECTION OF GREAT WRITING ABOUT THE LAW / EDITED BY THANE ROSENBAUM.

Law -- Political aspects -- United States.
Teles, Steven Michael.
THE RISE OF THE CONSERVATIVE LEGAL MOVEMENT: THE BATTLE FOR CONTROL OF THE LAW.

Law -- Language.
Shuy, Roger W.
FIGHTING OVER WORDS: LANGUAGE AND CIVIL LAW CASES.
Legal composition.
Neumann, Richard K., 1947-.
LEGAL WRITING / RICHARD K. NEUMANN, JR., SHEILA J. SIMON.

Legal composition.
Volokh, Eugene.
ACADEMIC LEGAL WRITING : LAW REVIEW ARTICLES, STUDENT NOTES, SEMINAR PAPERS, AND GETTING ON LAW REVIEW / BY EUGENE VOLOKH ; WITH FOREWORD BY ALEX KOZINSKI.
3rd ed.

Legal research -- Arkansas.
Barger, Coleen M., 1953-.
ARKANSAS LEGAL RESEARCH.

Legal research -- Pennsylvania.
Busharis, Barbara J., 1962-.
PENNSYLVANIA LEGAL RESEARCH / BARBARA J. BUSHRIS, BONNY L. TAVARES.

Legal research.
Hoffman, Marci.
INTERNATIONAL AND FOREIGN LEGAL RESEARCH: A COURSEBOOK / MARCI HOFFMAN, MARY RUMSEY.

McCulloch, James W. -- Trials, litigation, etc.
Ellis, Richard E.
AGGRESSIVE NATIONALISM: MCCULLOCH V. MARYLAND AND THE FOUNDATION OF FEDERAL AUTHORITY IN THE YOUNG REPUBLIC.
Mediation -- United States.
MEDIATION THEORY AND PRACTICE.
2nd ed.

Medical laws and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Hall, Mark A., 1955-.
MEDICAL LIABILITY AND TREATMENT RELATIONSHIPS / MARK A. HALL, MARY
ANNE BOBINSKI, DAVID ORENTLICHER.
2nd ed.

National security -- Law and legislation -- United States.
O'Neill, Philip D., Jr., 1951-.
NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE LEGAL PROCESS / PHILIP D. O'NEILL, JR.

Nebraska. Supreme Court -- History.
Hewitt, James W.
SLIPPING BACKWARD: A HISTORY OF THE NEBRASKA SUPREME COURT.
Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, c2007.

Negotiation in business.
Babcock, Linda, 1961-.
WOMEN DON'T ASK: THE HIGH COST OF AVOIDING NEGOTIATION-- AND POSITIVE
STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE / LINDA BABCOCK AND SARA LASCHEVER.

Obscenity (Law) -- United States -- Periodicals.
OBSCENITY LAW BULLETIN [ELECTRONIC RESOURCE].
New York, N.Y.: National Obscenity Law Center, 2007-.

Pardon -- United States.
Jewell, Roger.
HOW TO APPLY FOR A PARDON.
West Hartford, Conn.: Graduate Group, [2004].
People with disabilities -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.
Parry, John, 1948-.
DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION LAW, EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY: A COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE MANUAL FOR LAWYERS, JUDGES AND DISABILITY PROFESSIONALS.

Philosophy, Modern -- 19th century.
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 1788-1860.
THE ART OF CONTROVERSY: AND OTHER POSTHUMOUS PAPERS / BY ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER; SELECTED AND TRANSLATED BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS.

Pre-trial procedure -- United States.
Dessem, R. Lawrence, 1951-.
PRETRIAL LITIGATION IN A NUTSHELL.
4th ed.

Property -- United States -- Cases.
Burke, D. Barlow, 1941-.
PROPERTY: EXAMPLES & EXPLANATIONS / BARLOW BURKE, JOSEPH SNOE.
3rd ed.

Public prosecutors -- Missouri -- Cape Girardeau County -- Biography.
Swingle, Morley.
SCOUNDRELS TO THE HOOSEGOW: PERRY MASON MOMENTS AND ENTERTAINING CASES FROM THE FILES OF A PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.

Race discrimination -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Delgado, Richard.
THE LAW UNBOUND!: A RICHARD DELGADO READER / EDITED BY ADRIEN KATHERINE WING AND JEAN STEFANCIC.
Race discrimination -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Brown, Dorothy A.
CRITICAL RACE THEORY: CASES, MATERIALS, AND PROBLEMS.
2nd ed.

Right of property -- United States -- History.
Ely, James W., 1938-.
THE GUARDIAN OF EVERY OTHER RIGHT: A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS.
3rd ed.

Science and law.
Romanucci-Ross, Lola.
WHEN LAW AND MEDICINE MEET: A CULTURAL VIEW / LOLA ROMANUCCI-ROSS, LAURENCE TANCREDI.

Searches and seizures--United States
Newman, Bruce A.
AGAINST THAT "POWERFUL ENGINE OF DESPOTISM": THE FOURTH AMENDMENT AND GENERAL WARRANTS AT THE FOUNDING AND TODAY.

Securities -- United States.
SECURITIES REGULATION: SELECTED STATUTES, RULES AND FORMS / SELECTED AND EDITED BY THOMAS LEE HAZEN.
Rev. 2008 ed.

Securities -- United States.
Palmiter, Alan R.
SECURITIES REGULATION: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS.
Segregation in education--Law and legislation--United States
Freyer, Tony Allan.
LITTLE ROCK ON TRIAL: COOPER V. AARON AND SCHOOL DESEGREGATION.

Sentences (Criminal procedure) -- Illinois.
DiVito, Gino L.
ILLINOIS SENTENCING AND DISPOSITION GUIDE.

Sex discrimination in sports--Law and legislation--United States
EQUAL PLAY: TITLE IX AND SOCIAL CHANGE / EDITED BY NANCY
HOGSHEAD-MAKAR AND ANDREW ZIMBALIST.

Tissue engineering -- United States.
Korobkin, Russell.
STEM CELL CENTURY: LAW AND POLICY FOR A BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY / 
RUSSELL KOROBKIN; WITH STEPHEN R. MUNZER.

Toleration -- Religious aspects.
Olree, Andy G.
THE CHOICE PRINCIPLE: THE BIBLICAL CASE FOR LEGAL TOLERATION.

Torts -- United States -- Cases.
Twerski, Aaron D.
TORTS: CASES AND MATERIALS / AARON D. TWERSKI, JAMES A. HENDERSON, JR.
2nd ed.

Trial practice -- United States.
Kuhne, Cecil C., 1952-.
CONVINCING THE JUDGE: PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR LITIGATORS.
Trial practice -- United States.
Crawford, Richard J., 1935-.
THE PERSUASIVE EDGE / RICHARD J. CRAWFORD, CHARLOTTE A. MORRIS.

Trials -- United States.
TRIAL STORIES / EDITED BY MICHAEL E. TIGAR, ANGELA J. DAVIS.

Trials (Tax evasion)--New York (State)--New York--History--19th century
Burnett, D. Graham.
TRYING LEVIATHAN: THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW YORK COURT CASE THAT
PUT THE WHALE ON TRIAL AND CHALLENGED THE ORDER OF NATURE.

United States -- Politics and government -- 1783-1789.
Bederman, David J.
THE CLASSICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION : PREVAILING
WISDOM.

United States. Court of Appeals (Federal Circuit).--REMOVE
Appellate courts--United States
Abramson, Bruce.
INFORMATION AGE UNFOLD.

United States. Supreme Court.
Maloy, Richard H. W.
AMERICA'S SUPREME COURT : AN UNFINISHED SYMPHONY.

United States. Supreme Court.
Bolick, Clint.
Political questions and judicial power--United States
Vendors and purchasers -- Illinois.

Vendors and purchasers -- United States -- Popular works.
Warda, Mark.

Victims of crimes -- United States.

War on Terrorism, 2001- -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Sources.
Jaffer, Jameel.

Wills -- United States -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Beyer, Gerry W.